St. Nicholas Miter
Treat Cup

Materials:
White cardstock
Dry film adhesive dispenser, such as Tombo MonoAdhesive
or Liquid Paper DryLine

Equipment:
Color printer
Scissors

Directions:
1. Use color printer to print pattern (2 pieces) on cardstock.
2. Cut out the colored miter pattern.
3. Cut out the round base pattern along dotted line. Snip out “V’s” to make tabs.
   Fold tabs up (flat circle sits on work surface; folded tabs stand up (making a shallow cup).
4. Put miter wrong-side-up on work surface; fold miter flap “A” towards back of miter. Put dry adhesive on right side of flap “A” (so adhesive faces out).
5. Keeping miter wrong-side-up, apply adhesive in a strip along the entire lower edge
6. Pick up base, stick one tab firmly in place on end of miter with flap. Roll miter around base, pressing tabs into place as you go. Press side edge of miter onto adhesive on flap “A”.
   The bottom of the base should be flush with the miter’s lower edge. Make sure all adhesive is firmly pressed in place.
7. Fill with treats: clementine or tangerine, candy, small surprises.
ROUND BASE—
CUT OUT AND FOLD TABS UP

CUT CIRCLE FIRST, THEN TABS